Blackberry Jam MP Soap Recipe
Recipe makes approximately 3.5 pounds of soap.

SLS Free Melt and Pour Soap
Blackberry Jam Fragrance Oil
Deep Purple FUN Soap Colorant
Black Oxide FUN Soap Colorant
Whipped Soap Base
Vegetable Glycerin
MItre Box Cutter
Mitre Box
8 oz Clear Bullet Bottle
24/410 White Fine Mist Sprayers

Other Ingredients & Equipment You'll Need:
Cutting Board
Hand Mixer
Scale
Microwave Safe Containers
Large Knife
Microwave
Isopropyl Alcohol (in the bullet bottle)
Raspberries/Blackberries Mold (flexiblemolds.com)

Step 1: Prepare the First Purple Layer: Weigh out and melt 16 ounces of the clear melt and
pour soap base. Melt the soap in 30 second intervals. Once the soap is in a fluid state, add the
0.5 ounces of Blackberry Jam Fragrance Oil, 25 drops of Deep Purple FUN Soap Colorant, 7 drops
of the Black Oxide FUN Soap Colorant. Stir to blend the ingredients.
Step 2: Pour the melted soap into the soap mold. Then, spray the soap with the isopropyl
alcohol to release any air bubbles in the soap. Allow this layer to setup completely.
Step 3: While you are waiting for your first layer to setup, prepare your embeds. These will be
used as embeds for the clear layer as well as to top the soap. Weigh out and melt 5.75 ounces
of the clear melt and pour soap base. Once melted, add 0.18 ounces of the Blackberry Jam
Fragrance Oil. Also, add 12 drops Deep Purple Colorant and 4 drops Black Oxide Colorant. Stir
to blend everything together.
Step 4: Pour the melted soap into the blackberries mold. Spray them with alcohol and allow
them to setup. Then, remove the from the mold. Set 7 aside for the top of the soap. The
remaining blackberries will be used in the next step.
Step 5: Prepare the Second Layer: Weigh out and melt 12 ounces of the clear melt and pour
soap. Add 0.39 ounces of the Blackberry Jam Fragrance Oil. Stir. Spray the first layer with
alcohol. Then, pour the clear soap directly on top of the purple layer. Drop the blackberry
embed into the clear layer. Spray the clear soap with alcohol to release any air bubbles. Allow
the soap to setup.
Step 6: Prepare the Second Purple Layer: Once again, weigh out and melt 16 ounces of the
clear melt and pour soap base. In 30 second intervals, melt the soap in the microwave. Once
the soap is melted, add the 0.5 ounces of Blackberry Jam Fragrance Oil, 25 drops of Deep Purple
FUN Soap Colorant, 7 drops of the Black Oxide FUN Soap Colorant. Stir to blend the ingredients.
Step 7: Spray your previous clear layer with alcohol. Then, pour your second purple layer on
top of the clear layer. Then, once again, spray this layer with alcohol to release air bubbles.
Allow this layer to setup before moving on.

Step 8: Prepare the Whipped Soap: Weigh out 5.3 ounces of the whipped soap. To the base,
add 0.34 ounces of Blackberry Jam Fragrance Oil and 0.5 ounces of vegetable glycerin. Then,
using a hand mixer, whip the base to a fluffy frosting consistency. Set this aside for the moment.
Step 9: Next, in a separate mixing bowl, weigh out 5.3 ounces of the clear melt and pour soap
base. Melt the soap in 30 second intervals. Add the melted soap to the bowl containing the
whipped soap base.
Step 10: Using your hand mixer, whip the soap until you once again have a whipped frosting
consistency. Spray your soap loaf with alcohol. Scoop the whipped soap on top of the loaf.
Then, place a row of blackberry embeds on top across the loaf.
Step 11: Remove the soap from the mold. Then, slice the soap.
Your soap is now ready to use! We hope that you enjoyed making this blackberry soap recipe!
Natures Garden is not responsible for the performance of any of the recipes provided on our
website. Testing is your responsibility. If you plan to resell any recipes we provide, it is your
responsibility to adhere to all FDA regulations. If there are ingredients listed in a recipe that
Natures Garden does not sell, we cannot offer any advice on where to purchase those
ingredients.

